Dear Dr. Wyburn-Mason:

Last night Mr. Odaki, Iji publishing Co. came to see me last night. For the purpose inserting a leaflet in each copy, particularly for the Japanese pharmaceutical manufacturers and other research laboratory institutions as reference book to their organizations. In this leaflet consisting in both English and Japanese.

In English space: He suggested the following wordings.

This book is Dr. R. Wyburn-Mason's "Title of "The Causation of Rheumatoid Disease and Many Human Cancers" - A New Concept in Medicine -. There are a more detail informations on "Clotrimazole Oral Administration in the cases of Protozoal Causation and Amebic Infections in Man. And, in his Clinical findings with many photographs and consist of 480 pages, an edition de luxe.

This book is originally planned to published in England but our strong persuasion and with Japanese an abstract for the sales purpose. Finally author granted to publish it our publishing Department, in Tokyo. We feel this is an excellent reference book to the Research and Development Section, such as pharmaceutical manufacturers and other scientific development institutions. We highly recommend a copy in their library.

Please kindly put your own wordings and your own English style. Anyway, this is sale propaganda. Although, there is not much space, as showing in the separate copy.

Your immediate attention to the matter greatly appreciated.

P.S. Australian Gentlemen requested fifty copies but not received L/C yet, as soon as money received in our bank, we will immediate dispatch the goods.

This Morning received a letter from Dr. J.M. Elount, Jr., M.D. Enclosing his letter. Previously he requested 5 copies. Anyway, One copy cost them $150.00 including freight charges. Domestic price is 25000Yen. We calculated U, S. dollar based on 2300W=

Respectfully,

[Signature]

Dr. I. Oda